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Introduction

There has been a lot of interest in counter messaging as a way of reducing the support for violent extremism. This has been thought of in a variety of ways: counter narratives, alternative messaging, counter speech. Attempts at online counter messaging have been heavily critiqued:

- Hard to measure success/justify costs
- Preachy tone
- Black/grey propaganda
- Government and larger organisations lack credibility.

Some organisations have suggested that future campaigns will use ‘natural world’ content, suggesting a closer relationship between larger organisations and informal content producers.

Theory

Accounts of counter messaging have typically focused on campaigns by larger organisations. This research project starts from the premise that most counter messaging is produced informally and not part of an organised campaign.

This is further developed through theories of security that suggest future security questions will increasingly be tackled by networks of public, private, and citizen actors. Different actors bring different skills and resources to a problem.

In the case of counter messaging, informal actors bring both social and cultural capital: a better understanding of target audiences and greater credibility. Informal actors are also free to use humour, satire, and ‘bad taste’ in a way that larger organisations often cannot.

This research aims to understand the motivations of informal counter messaging actors and assess their openness to greater cooperation with larger organisations.

Research

This is a pilot study based on nine interviews with actors who produce counter messaging content informally. Interviewees were primarily from the UK and either active against the extreme right or violent Islamism. This should not be treated as a representative sample.

Findings

Strategy – Most interviewees acknowledged that their content could further entrench the beliefs of those already committed to extremist ideologies. This suggests that informal counter messaging is about reinforcing existing social prohibitions around extremism rather than de-radicalisation of those already committed.

Risks – Most interviewees reported online harassment, including death threats. This mostly came from opposition actors, however those active against the extreme-right reported harassment from left-wing actors who saw them as too soft. In one instance an interviewee also reported concerns for extremists who were subject to abuse after posting on a social media page she managed. One interviewee also reported engaging in aggressive tactics including the ‘doxing’ (publishing private/identifying information) of ideological opponents.

Collaboration – Generally interviewees were open to the idea of collaboration with larger organisations, particularly where they thought this may provide material benefits such as training or promotion for their content. However, interviewees were also keen to maintain control of their own content. Several interviewees reported having been contacted by larger organisations already. In some cases approaches were seen as attempts at cynical manipulation. In others interviewees were eager to participate.

Conclusion: Not Everything Needs to be a Campaign

The interviewees suggest that many of those informally active against extremism have a great deal to offer larger organisations, and that support and promotion from larger organisations may be welcome. This was conceptualised as taking the form of training or promotional support, with interviewees keen to maintain ownership of the content they produce.

However, such relationships entail risks for both sides. Larger organisations will take on the burden of working with actors that are frequently exposed to online threats, and in some cases have engaged in aggressive tactics themselves. Informal actors risk losing both control and credibility in the eyes of audiences.